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How Feral Brewing tames overdue invoices
Feral Brewing, a brewery in the Swan Valley, pairs age-old
traditions with newfangled flavours to craft legacy beers.
The family-owned business keeps sustainability at the
heart of its practice, so when Financial Controller, Anthony
Bedford, needed a debtor management solution for the
more than 500 customers who sip from Feral’s keg, it’s no
surprise he turned to automation in the spirit of innovation
and sustainability.

THE DEBTOR
MANAGEMENT PROBLEM
In 2014 when Anthony started with Feral Brewing, the then
12-year-old company was running with 40 to 45 percent
of its invoices outstanding in any given month. Anthony
considered hiring a Credit Controller to reduce collection
times, but the large amount of invoices to be followed
up meant this wasn’t going to be effective. “With a large
customer base, some with relatively small dollar amounts
per invoice, an IT solution was the most cost effective
option,” explains Anthony.

Within a few months,
Feral Brewing halved
its overdue accounts.

THE RESULTS

“The reminders
automatically go out
and that now requires
less manpower from
within the business.”

WHAT WORKED IN

DEBT COLLECTION
Feral Brewing was easily able to sync ezyCollect with its
MYOB software, allowing ezyCollect to comprehensively
map and track all accounts receivables activities. After
personalising the in-built communications plan to suit their
business, Feral Brewing started to send system-generated
reminders to all overdue customers. “The reminders
automatically go out and that now requires less manpower
from within the business” explains Anthony. “No one likes
doing collections.”

The consistent and regular follow-up generated from
ezyCollect reminders soon generated results: within a
few months Feral Brewing halved its overdue accounts.
Consistent follow-up of overdue customers means a key
performance indicator of overdue accounts at 20 percent is
not just achievable, but often exceedable.
Operating capital has improved significantly and this
has assisted the cash flows to a more stable level. For
a business that checks its cash flow daily, being able to
forecast with confidence is another tick in the box.
Feral Brewing have mastered the formula for making beer,
and now they’ve got the formula for getting paid on time.
What’s next for this out-of-the-box company?

